BOOK REVIEW

DANTES' CONCEPTS OF JUSTICE
By Dr. Allan M. Gomberg
Duke University Press, Page 281
for F. F. T.

The latest publication of the D.C. University Press is of a book titled "Dantes' Concepts of Justice," written by Dr. Allan M. Gomberg. The book discusses various philosophical concepts of justice, and it is considered a significant contribution to the field of ethics and philosophy.

SCIENCE BUILDING DETAILS CHANGED AT CONSULTATION

Architects Voided Campus and Confirmed With Officials.

P.L.A.N.S ARE SUBMITTED


Professor Childs' committee of architects, consisting of Drs. Brown and Green, have been working on plans for building work. The committee has submitted plans for the new science building, which are to be voided.

Favors High Schools Student Government

John W. S. Althea

At a meeting of the Athletic Conference, certain new rules were announced by the committee on field hockey and track. The meeting was held at the University Building, on the third floor.

ATHLETIC COUNCIL AWARDS LETTERS

Pawley Men Are to Get Two Letters, Eleven Stars and Numerals.

At a meeting of the Athletic Council, certain new rules were announced by the committee on field hockey and track. The meeting was held at the University Building, on the third floor.

Appeal of Campus Is Transformed By Building

FOR NEW WOMAN'S SCHOOL

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

AVERA LECTORER

FAVORS RELIGION IN CHILD SCHOOL

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF PROBLEMS IN FIRST TALK

LARGE CROWD ATTENDED

PROFESSOR LUMEY'S PROBLEM

Which Was Presented Will Be Discussed in Tonight's Talk.

After the meeting, the presenters of the problems in first talk were received by the large crowd. The meeting was held at the University Building, on the third floor.

Justin Heslop, a member of the audience, was invited to address the meeting. He expressed his opinion on the problems in first talk, and his remarks were received with enthusiasm.

As a result of the meeting, the problems in first talk will be discussed in tonight's talk. The meeting was held at the University Building, on the third floor.

Price Ten Cents

VIRGINIA EDITOR

WILLIES OF DUKE

White writing Specia! Article about "For the Family's" Monthly

"When you work hard and a great deal of time is spent, it is only fair that you should be paid accordingly, as you are too busy to work in the evenings."

This is a special article about "For the Family's" Monthly, written by a member of the audience.

Duke University, Durham, N. C., February 1, 1926

Dr. Childs' committee of architects, consisting of Drs. Brown and Green, have been working on plans for building work. The meeting was held at the University Building, on the third floor.

This is a special article about "For the Family's" Monthly, written by a member of the audience.
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Wednesday, February 8, 1900

The Chronicle

NEWS

The Opera

"MADAME BUTTERFLY"

Presented in Crewe Memorial Hall, New York, February 8th, 1900, by the Manhattan Opera Company.

The Manhattan Opera Company, in Crewe Memorial Hall, presented an excellent performance of Puccini's wonderful masterpiece, "MADAME BUTTERFLY." The opera was performed with the splendid company of the Metropolitan Opera Company, under the direction of Mr. John Martinelli, and was the most successful performance of the opera given in this city for some time. The cast was as follows:

Madama Butterfly - Mrs. F. Monroe
Sam目标任务 - Mrs. H. Jones
Sharman's Wife - Miss E. Bell
Consul - Mr. W. E. Jones
Squadron Chief - Mr. W. J. Smith

The opera was received with great enthusiasm, and the audience was fully satisfied with the performance.

NORTHWESTERN UNIV. HAS HOBOES COLLEGE

The University Students Have Found New Rest in Their Campus Hegemony.

The University of Northwestern has recently established a new student organization, the Hoboes, which is proving to be a great success. The Hoboes are a group of students who have banded together to form a union for the purpose of securing better working and living conditions for themselves. They have already accomplished much, and their influence is felt throughout the campus.

ARK RIDGE LOSES TO FROSH 27-20

Kirkman (1) Reynolds (2)

Tourist 0 thud cabin

EUROPE

The Royal Mail Line

LARGE SIZE NOTE SIZE

100 Shillings 7.15
200 Shillings 14.3
50 Envelope. 3.7
100 Envelopes. 3.7

Collegiate Stationery Co.
304 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

Cet.
Measlier Win. 11. Whn

Carolina Healing and Engineering Co.
918 Holland St. Phone 7

Jeffers

$9

The Bigger the Generator—The Cheaper the Electricity

A 70,000 horsepower hydro-electric unit recently installed at Niagara Falls utilizes the same amount of water as seven former 5,000-horsepower units, yet does the work of fourteen such units. And it saves 700,000 tons of coal yearly for the

1 still more uses are found for electricity, larger

and more economical generators are installed. At the power

plant, as well as at the consumer's end, important changes and

startling developments have steadily reduced the cost of

electricity for light, power, and heat.

And wherever electricity has blazed its

industrial centers, and rural counties have come to stay.

Generating and distributing electricity concern the technical

student. But electricity's application in the betterment of

industry, the professions, and home life concerns every edu-

cated person. Cheap electricity means many startling achieve-

ments today, but countless and unbelievable possibilities

tomorrow.
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to the Students of Duke University—

We wish to thank you for your cordial hospitality during the past

and wishing you all a pleasant week.

We also wish to inform you that the CAMPER BARBER SHOP is

now open and fully equipped with the necessary equipment.

The "new game for "Hit the Oldtimers"" will be added.

CAMPER BARBER SHOP

C. D. BROWN

N. E. BROWN, N. C.

An Ideal Place to Eat

PURITAN LUNCH

EXEMPLARY AND ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGERS

OUR SERVICE IS THE BEST AND PRICES VERY LOW

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, FOUGHT, NEW YORK

$39

The First National Bank

of DURHAM

CHARTERED 1887

Welcome Every Opportunity to Serve Duke University, its Faculty, Student Body and Alumni, and in

cluding their full use of our superior facilities.

Total Resources

$7,500,000.00

Budd-Piper Roofing Company

Contractors, Manufacturers, Dealers

Roofing, Water-Proofing, Sheet Metal Work

Approved Contractors for John-Manville Asbestos

Built-Up Roofs, Distributors for John-

Manville Roofing and Shingles

Durham, N. C.

Contracts Executed Anywhere in North Carolina

HABIT OF SEXUAL RELATIONS

The first step toward the prevention of venereal diseases is

the elimination of sexual habits which are conducive to the dissemination of disease.

[NOTE: The text contains a variety of unrelated advertisements, announcements, and news items.]
SPORTS

WOLF PACK PUTS
BLUE DEVILS TO
SEVERE DEFEAT

In the opening game of the Bipartisian basketball tourney played last week, the Wolf Pack easily outclassed the Duke Blue Devils.

Wolf Pack Wins

The Wolf Pack, led by the sharpshooting guard, Mason, put the Blue Devils to a severe defeat. Mason scored 30 points for the Pack, while the Blue Devils could only manage 15 points.

Wolf Pack's Victory

The victory was a result of the Wolf Pack's superior defense and offensive strategy. They held the Blue Devils to only 3 points in the second half.

ANONYMOUS WRITER

Since the Epworth team has eastern roots, natural and just that the major players of my team should come from here.

FOOTBALL

DUKE WINS OVER CLEMSON

In the recent game, the Duke Blue Devils dominated the Clemson Tigers, winning by a score of 42-7. The Blue Devils' defense was impenetrable, allowing only 7 points for the entire game.

DUKE WINS OVER WAKE FOREST

In another recent game, the Duke Blue Devils defeated Wake Forest by a score of 67-50. The Blue Devils' offense was on fire, scoring 67 points in the game.

CLASS BASKETBALL

STILL PROGRESSING

All teams failing to report for games on Thursday, January 26th, will have their games forfeited to the opposing team.
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When the runners are bunched on the track—and suddenly Chuck, your own superhero half-miler, sprints ahead on the finish and wins—have a Camel!

When the little half-milers are fighting for the lead, and your own daughter is unexpectedly under the weather and has a fever—have a Camel!

For you'll never find a cigarette that's so cool, so fine-tasting, so smooth, so fast burning, so pure, that it gives your lungs such a feeling of freedom as a Camel.

WHEN the lithe half-milers are fighting for the lead, and your own daughter is unexpectedly under the weather and has a fever—have a Camel!

For you'll never find a cigarette that's so cool, so fine-tasting, so smooth, so fast burning, so pure, that it gives your lungs such a feeling of freedom as a Camel.
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